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At the National Conference of Peer Tutoring in Writing in November 2013, we created a 

hands-on workshop for analyzing various student identities, which can be shaped by 

extracurricular on-campus activities, athletics, and/or out-of-school interests. We developed this 

workshop because it offers tutors an opportunity to reflect on how their non-tutoring activities 

might inform their tutoring practices. Tutors can sometimes assume that their life within the 

writing center is separate from the rest of their activities, when in fact the skills they have learned 

in the writing center can easily be applied to many facets of their lives and vice versa. We offer 

this article as a guide for other writing center tutors and administrators who might want to do this 

workshop with their staff.   

 For most undergraduate tutors, working in the writing center is their first experience 

tutoring peers, which can make them nervous and insecure in their abilities to help others. While 

they have been exposed to classroom peer review or late-night dorm room editing sessions, 

tutors do not always feel like those are equivalent experiences and feel a different pressure to be 

a good reader for student-writers. Furthermore, new tutors often express concerns about not 

knowing enough to help with the content of the paper, not realizing that so much about tutoring 

has to do with interpersonal skills and developing relationships with the student-writer. The 

activity we developed attempts to remind tutors of their strengths and make them more confident 

in their tutoring abilities.   

Activity Set-Up:  Before starting the workshop, the session leaders cut pieces of different 

colored contact paper into a variety of shapes. This could also have been done on colored 



cardstock or simply colored paper. We used the contact paper to create a brighter, glossier 

design. On several of the pieces of paper, the leaders wrote different skills that successful tutors 

have: Active Listening, Time Management, Organization, Positive Attitude, Improvisation, 

Collaboration and Patience. Of course there are additional skills that could have been written 

down, and if this were done in a staff meeting, the tutors could have come up with their own 

descriptive words. These words were placed in the center of the table in view of all the 

participants.  

Activity: The session leaders passed out several different colored papers to each 

participant. We instructed each participant to write down an activity, hobby, or club that is an 

important part of their life, and then to think about how this identity related to one or more of the 

tutoring skills written on the papers in the center of the table. As session leaders, we gave 

examples of our own hobbies. For example, Bianca discussed her role as a resident assistant on 

campus and how she has learned to mediate students during difficult situations, which allows her 

to quickly diagnose any issues within a paper and/or with a student. Kara talked about her work 

as a research assistant during which she had to educate herself on a particular topic that she had 

no previous experience -- a challenge that is similar to tutoring a student who is writing a paper 

on an unfamiliar topic. Elizabeth described her membership in the club, Christian Student 

Fellowship, including the importance of being open-minded and listening to other points of view 

- a skill that is useful during tutoring sessions because hearing a writer’s opinion is crucial to 

helping her succeed. Finally, Chris explained how his role as a Lion Ambassador (campus tour 

guide) has taught him how to successfully deviate from the previously established “script” if a 

tour group wants to see something in particular; similarly, during a tutoring session deviation is 

often necessary as a tutor might need to tailor a session to the writer’s specific needs.  



After the participants wrote down their ideas, they each shared their identities and how 

they thought it related to the tutoring skills, placing their contact paper against other pieces of 

paper. At our workshop, the audience came up with many different activities. We were surprised 

by their creativity. Some participants described roles which were similar to our own; for 

example, someone mentioned being a resident assistant like Bianca and another was a campus 

tour guide like Chris. Other people mentioned activities and hobbies that we had never 

considered such as being in a book club and a TV fanatic. One person said baking bread helps 

with following a plan while also having patience as the process takes 72 hours to complete. 

There was also a dog mom and a cat mom in the group. Both of these parents explained how 

tending to a kitten and a puppy helped me them to be more flexible and practice time 

management since they each required a lot of attention. Another interesting example was a 

woman boxer; she described how boxing was an excellent way to relieve stress. However, it 

required a lot of focus and tolerance in order to win in the ring, just like how tutoring can require 

focus and determination.  

Wrap-Up: At the end of the activity, the participants taped together their pieces of paper 

to create a beautiful mosaic of tutor identities. We were able to keep that design and put it in our 

writing center, reminding us that a tutor’s job is more than knowing grammar rules or genre 

expectations. It is also about the ways we interact with the people who visit us. Our participants 

left with a broader understanding of their job as a tutor. They could look at the different activities 

in their lives and look at how that could help them in the writing center.  

While assessing and acknowledging the various identities within students, we find that 

these many identities coalesce with the role of a writing center tutor. A common assumption 

among tutors is that tutoring is a one-way street which only requires knowledge of being a great 



writer. However, this activity helped to see beyond the norms of what is expected of a tutor, and 

to incorporate other identities to further diversify sessions in the writing center. By integrating 

these various identities in the writing center, tutors are optimizing the learning experience within 

their sessions.  

  

 


